CLARIFICATIONS for RFQ 2021.MED.08.MV
for the
Supply and Delivery of two mini vans
BID BULLETIN No. 2

Inquiries from vendors
Q. What would the minimum suitable capacity for the drinking water tank be?
A. 30 ltr
Q. Under the Structural- Architectural context, do you have a list of the equipment that will be
included in the van – ideally with desired sizes for each? Or even brochures? That should help us get
an idea of the structure and layout, for the best possible outcome from our side.
A. The point 3 mentions the equipment:
- 2 cabinets (one for storage with security lock and one for stationary).
- One office, one office chair and one staff stool
- One PC, wireless network installation for internet connection
- Alarm system
- One sunshade and 2 foldable seats. The sunshade should be external like the following
photo.

- One trash can
The design must be such as to achieve the optimal utilization of the available space. We anticipate
from the vendors to offer their solutions.
Q. The vehicle wrap, shall we offer it or will it be your own provision please?
A. According to legislation.
Q. Under the equipment context the office, seat and staff stool - what should their size be? Can you
please explain further by providing us with more details?
A. The dimensions should maximize the utilization and ease of use of all of the equipment provided.
We anticipate from the vendors to offer their solutions.
Q. Do you happen to have a sample of the visual layout of the vehicle to forward to us, so we can
also view and adjust our review on that please?
A. No
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Q. What should the color of the vehicle be please?
A. White
Q. Under the Electrical/Mechanical context, which are the needs of the equipment in terms of
electricity utilization?
A. It is at the bidder’s discretion as long as it follows the minimum requirements by legislation and by
the actual proposal of the bidder.
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